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Find out more about some of our favourite 
objects and the stories behind them.  
Simply scan the QR code to access our 
exclusive ‘First Eleven’ series.
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Lift

Exit

Lift

Entrance

Escalator

Café

Shop

Cinema

Buggy Park
(under escalator) 

Premier League & Women’s
Super League trophies
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Kick off your visit with our
very own official replica
trophies. Remember to
stop for a photo op!
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Football League trophy This 
tunning piece of silverware 

was awarded to the Football 
eague Champions from 1891 
ntil 1992. It’s nicknamed 

The Lady’ because of the 
tatuette adorning its lid.

Jules Rimet and World Cup 
66 ball No visit is complete 
without a first-hand look at
the trophy paraded by
England in 1966, and the ball
with which Geoff Hurst
scored his famous hat-trick.

FA Cup trophy, 1896-1910
After the original was stolen
from a Birmingham shop
window, this exact replica
was commissioned and used
until the early twentieth
century, when the current
trophy design was adopted.
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The Laws of the Game 
The Magna Carta of football.
In 1863, the FA published
their first rules of the
game, as drafted by the
organisation’s first secretary,
Ebenezer Morley. After some 
amendments and additions,
these rules were eventually
adopted around the world.

The 38-year-old inspired
Blackpool to a remarkable
comeback against Bolton
Wanderers at Wembley in
1953, earning his first FA
Cup winners’ medal.

Stanley Matthews medal 
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A thought-provoking art

RECOMMENDED SYSTEM
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Justin Fashanu England shirt 
A 20-year-old Fashanu wore 
this jersey in an England U21 
game against Hungary in 1981. 
He later became Britain’s first 
black £1m player, and the 
country’s first openly gay  
male professional footballer.

Lift

Lift

GROUND FLOOR PITCH GALLERY 

LEVEL 1 MATCH GALLERY 

LEVEL 2 PLAY GALLERY 

LEVEL 3  
SCORE GALLERY 
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From Moss Side to Marseille

exhibition jointly curated by
artist Michael Browne and
football legend Eric Cantona.
Opens 14 January 2023.
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GROUND FLOOR PITCH GALLERY 

LEVEL 1 MATCH GALLERY

LEVEL 2 PLAY GALLERY

LEVEL 3 SCORE GALLERY
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Lily Parr statue The first 
statue of a female footballer 
in the UK, Lily was star 
striker for Dick, Kerr Ladies. 
The team regularly drew 
thousands of spectators in 
the early 1920’s, before the 
FA banned women’s football. 

Penalty Shootout Fancy 
your chances from the spot? 
Step up and try our nerve 
wrenching Penalty Shootout!  
You’ve got three chances to 

  morf eilaog lautriv ruo taeb
twelve yards. £2 per three
penalty kicks.

Marta’s Brazil shirt World 
Cup top scorer Marta first 
made her mark back in 2003. 
The Brazilian forward netted 
three goals in her debut 
Women’s World Cup at the 
age of just 17!
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National Football Museum is a registered charity (no. 1050792)

Your admission ticket includes unlimited access to six of our
interactive games.*

Match Gallery

Match of the Day 
Commentary Challenge

Lift the Trophy

OUR INTERACTIVE GAMES

We hope you enjoy your visit. Please leave us feedback on 
TripAdvisor, Facebook, Instagram or Twitter. 
 
F NationalFootballMuseum  nationalfootballmuseum
L FootballMuseum
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Play Gallery

On The Ball

One-Two

Pass Master

Shot Stopper

To activate each game, hold 
this QR code in front of the 
scanner until the ball is 
released. 

* Penalty Shootout costs an 
additional £2 per three 
penalties. Talk to a member 
of our team for details.


